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Task l. Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. you have .fbuncl
some interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this text to you
.friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be ready to reacl it out
aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it.

Task 2.Study the advertisement .

You are considering having a hotiday and now you,d like to get more
information. In 1.5 minutes you are to ask five direct questions to find out
about the following:

l) location

2) accommodation
3) fishing
4) price for a week for one

5) group discounts

You have 20 second to ask each question.

A mountain is a form of land that rises high in a lirnited area. It is higher and

] steeper than a hill. Mounrains must be higher than 600 metres. Thel consisr

I 
of rocks and earth. They usually have steep, sloping sides. They also have

] 
sharp or slightly rounded peaks. Some mountains may have trees which

lgrow on their sides. Very high mounrains may have snow on their peaks.
Long chains or groups of mountains are mountain ranges. They can be shon

j or very long. A group of these makes a mountain system.
Mountains exist on every continent of our planet and even beneath the

] ocean. In fact, some of the highest mountains are the bottom of the sea. For
example, Hawaii is at the top of a volcanic mountain in the pacific Ocean.
More than half the mountain is below water. 7 5o/o of the world's countries

I have mountains.
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